
 

1) Frank Gehry  

2) Antonio Gaudi  

3) Albrecht Durer  

4) Georgia O’Keeffe  

5) Piet Mondrian  

6) Michelangelo  

7) Timothy O’Sullivan  

8) Claude Monet  

9) Edgar Degas  

10) Vincent Van Gogh  

11) Georges Seurat 

12) Henri Matisse 

13) Pablo Picasso  

14) Leonardo Da Vinci 

15) Marcel Duchamp 

16) Salvador Dali  

17) Frida Kahlo 

18) Paul Cezanne  

19) Henry Moore 

20) Alexander Calder  

21) Grant Wood  

22) Jackson Pollock  

23) Maya Ying Lin 

24) Chuck Close 

25) Andy Warhol  

26) Robert Smithson  

27) Christo & Jeanne  

      Claude  

28) Tom Stancliffe 

29) Jerry Cowger  

30) Chris Bennett 

31) Paco Risco  

32) Dan Perry 

Make sure you have answered these questions!  

This is what your grade will be based on! 

 

1) When was your artist born? When did your artist die or are they still living? 

2) What happed in history during their lifetime? Wars? Inventions? News?  

3) What was their life like?  What were some main events within their life? Did these events influence their artwork and how so? 

4) What were some of their famous pieces of work? (Show pictures of their artwork and Title them) NEED at LEAST 10 images of the Artist 

work with Titles!!!! 

5) What are some other interesting facts that you learned about your artist?  

6) Who influence your artist? Who were their friends? AND who did your artist influence?  

7) What art movement were they a part of? (Impressionism, Cubism, Expressionism, Surrealism, Post-Modernism, Pop-Art, 

Environmentalism, etc.) http://smarthistory.org/ 

8) Tell us what this art movement stood for. What was the art movement about? Definition of the art movement.  

9) Who were other artist’s that were a part of this art movement?  Show pictures of their artwork and talk about how the style of their art 

movement.  NEED at least two other artists artwork from your artist’s art movement.  

10) Share with the class parodies that others have made from your artists’ artwork. Does your artist have re-makes/look-a-likes that we 

use today? (Commercials, movies, clothing) What are some examples of this? OR what are things that are sold with their artwork 

printed on the products (show pictures)  

            **Tip try to Google “Artist name + products” 

11) What did you think about your artist’s artwork? Why do you think you feel this way? GIVE DETAILS….Please do not just say “I liked it 

because I thought it was cool” This will not get you points.  You can speak about your favorite work and explain why you like it.  Think 

back to elements & principles of art. (Texture, Line, Balance, Color, subject matter, etc.)  

12) Bibliography stating sources (easybib.com) Must be is an APA style format    


